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- A National History of the Sonoran Desert, reviewed by Tom Gatz, 1/17
- Adenium: Home Gardener’s Guide to Growing Desert Roses reviewed by Dan Smith, 2/17
- Agaves: Living Sculptures for Landscape and Containers by Greg Starr, reviewed by Tom Gatz, 9/12
- Aloes and Agaves in Cultivation, reviewed by Tom Gatz, 6/17
- Aloes Aristocrats of Namibian Flora by Sakkie Rothmann, reviewed by Paul Schueneman, 8/08
- Arizona Gardener’s Guide by Mary Irish, reviewed by Muriel Beroza, 2/03
- Botany of Desire by Michael Pollan, reviewed by Muriel Beroza, 12/02
- Cultivation of Bursera by Jason Eslamieh, reviewed by Tom Gatz, 6/15
- Eating the Sun by Oliver Morton, reviewed by Tom Cullison, 11/10
- Field Guide to Cacti and Other Succulents of Arizona by Peter Breslin, Rob Romero, Greg Starr and Vonn Watkins, reviewed by Tom Gatz, 6/15
- Field Guide to the Common and Interesting Plants of Baja California by Jeanette Coyle and Norman C. Roberts, reviewed by Rodney Engard, 9/75
- Guide to the Aloes of South Africa by Professor Ben-erik van Wyk and Dr. Gideon Smith reviewed by Karen Kravcov, 3/99
- Landscape Plants for Dry Regions by Warren Jones and Charles Sacamano, reviewed by Muriel Beroza, 2/01
- Month by Month Gardening in the Desert Southwest by Mary Irish, reviewed by Muriel Beroza, 5/03
- Popular Exotic Cacti in Color by Edgar and Brian Lamb, reviewed by Kent C. Newland, 1/76
- Succulents of South Africa, a Guide to the Regional Diversity by Ernst van Jaarsveld, et. al., reviewed by Muriel Beroza, 7/01
- Teratopia The World of Cristate and Variegated Succulents by Gordon W. Rowley, reviewed by Paul Schueneman, 9/08
- The Bold Dry Garden reviewed by Linda Larson, 12/16
- Under the Spell of Succulents: A Sampler of the Diversity of Succulents in Cultivation by Jeff Moore, reviewed by Sue Hakala, 11/14
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